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CORN: VARIETIES RAISED, HOW PREPARED. ETC.
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v (The corn that, they did that way, was it already, dirieft' or

Fresh corn. They used to throw it in there.. And/then

it in there all night' and then get it out in the jmorning
< • •

to she.H it and dry itl That's the way they used to dry their corn.

(The kind of corn they put in there—was it squaw corn or any kind?)'

Squaw corn. Used to be black and blue and white. Used to ra'ise that. But
L | , i . '

I never did know of them drying this yellow corn or white corn. But 'this'

white corn, they Used to fix it like hominy, you know. I Itnow my aunt-and

my grandmother, they used to get this white corn'and they used to put it in '

a pot and-then put ashes in there. And used to' just look like hominy. All

that skin of the corn used to come off. Theh they'd take ̂ t out and wash it.

I don't know how many times they washed it. And then put it away. Used to

.cook it...It was good: , ' "- •.

(Let me ask you. this.- Way back before your time did the Arapahoes plant

cortf?) " ' • '

Yeah. Ever since I can remember--way back. Corn is what we had, and then
pumpkin. They use^^to dry this corn, and then in wintertime they used to

put pumpkin and corn together. / It tastes good. They used to cook them

together. They would peel this pumpkin and cut it just like in strings.

• v>
Dry it. And they used to put it away, and.whenever they want to use it,

they cooked it with this squaw corn. . \ *,

(What kind of corn did they raise way back then? What did it look like?)
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